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Describe how you approached your gameplay. Did you set goals for yourself, spend 
time exploring, build something right away, or some combination of approaches? 
 
I knew some of the basics of Minecraft — such as about gathering wood to make tools — 

so I went straight ahead to find trees to gather wood from. It was a challenge for the maps 

I was in, because they were both mountainous, with trees few and far between. 

Nonetheless, I pressed forward to finding wood to create a crafting table. Once that was 

created, I created some wooden tools (axe, shovel, pickaxe) and began gathering more 

materials. I didn’t get a sense of the time until much later in my play through, I 

had a sense of anxiety about gathering materials to build a house to survive the night. 

After I while, I got frustrated in trying to build a house because I had to gather so many 

materials to build a simple wall, which didn’t seem very efficient to do in about an hour. I 

understand that Minecraft is about creation, but without an intermediate goal between 

gathering materials and building a house, the process seemed annoyingly large in 

scope to me. There was a point in my first play through that I got tired of building and 

decided to build a cave under ground instead. In accidentally dug too low, and then 

sealed the cave behind me to protect me from creepers. It was expectedly pitch dark, and 

completely lost track of my sense of space. So, I started a new world. 

 

As mentioned before, I tried two worlds (three, including the tutorial). Both times I got a 

lackluster starting world, with a rather desolate landscape. I wasn’t too motivated to 

explore the world, despite the potential to reshape the world. I was much more motivated 

by the tutorial area, which had some pre-built structures to explore and get used to the 

controls. 

 
Which in game activities did you spend the most time on? Which did you find to be 
the most motivating? What do those observations tell you about your play style? 
Describe the player characteristics that you think most describes you (e.g. - if a 
game designer was going to have you as their target audience how would they 
describe you and players like you?) 
 
I spent the most time trying to tackle some pre-determined goals: create crafting table, 

create tools, build a house. As mentioned before, I succeeded in the first two goals, and 

lost steam in trying for the last goal. It seemed to be a much bigger project compared the 
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first two (expectedly so). Moreover, there weren’t any other intermediate goals that I 

needed to concern myself with for the purposes of survival, so I lost motivation. There 

weren’t other people to interact with either, so I didn’t find any motivation to play the 

game as opposed to doing another activity. It would be interesting to have, like in 

MMORPGs, a starting area to get accustomed to and scaffold my understanding the of 

the mechanics before going off to do the more open-ended stuff. Perhaps a couple of 

basic tasks, such as making tools and a shelter. 

 

Based on my observations, I am a process-based player. I like my goals clear, and the 

available options to achieve the goal laid out. Moreover, games that appeal to my 

audience could have a large goal, but multiple intermediate objectives that do not take a 

long time to achieve. players in my audience would appreciate short bursts of game play 

(< 15 min), rather than protracted game sessions. The solution to achieve the goals and 

objectives do not need to be spelled out, although there should be some clues in order to 

make an informed decision. 

 
In terms of aesthetics, what combination of aesthetic categories would you say 
Minecraft incorporates? Refer to the readings on MDA framework. 
 
At this core, I think Minecraft covers the aesthetic categories of Discovery, 

Expression and Submission, and to a lesser extent, Sensation and Fellowship. Discovery 

comes from the initial state of Minecraft, where you a thrown into a randomly generated 

world. The first (implicit) goal is to understand your surroundings so that you can plan 

how you will tackle your next goals of creating tools and building structures. Expression 

seems to be the most public of aesthetics for Minecraft, due to the number of elaborate 

structures you see created by users. This sense of expression leads to submission, 

whereby players may play Minecraft to relax and calmly build things, especially when 

playing on peaceful mode with relaxing music. 

 

The aesthetic of sensation comes from the feeling the players get from building an 

elaborate structure. This is a secondary aesthetic because players (such as myself) will 

not get to the point where they achieve that sensation, and it is more related to the type of 
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player playing the game, rather than it being an intrinsic property of the game play. 

Finally, the aesthetic of fellowship comes from the multiplayer aspects of Minecraft. 

However, since that is not the primary draw of the Minecraft world, I consider this to be a 

secondary aesthetic, which is more dependent on the players and their intentions with the 

game, rather than a basic affordance of the game. 

 


